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RANDOM-NOISE GENERATORS

The uses of laboratory random-noise
generators have multiplied rapidly since
the introduction of the first commer
cially available model some years ago.
At first they were principally used in
laboratory studies of methods of over
coming the effects of noise in com
munications systems; the random-noise
generator was a can trolled source of
noise disturbance for such tests. Now,
however, random noise has come into
its own, and in many applications it has
become the test signal. It is useful in
electrical measurements because its
wide, continuous frequency spectrum
and its amplitude distribution simulate
the characteristics of many natural
phenomena and because it offers the
possibility of using a single measure
ment as an indicator of performance
over a wide frequency band. In acous
tical measurements, bands of random
noise are used to smooth response
curves that might otherwise be difficult
to interpret. The use of random noise in
psychoacoustical experiments has great
ly increased our understanding of the
process of hearing. Also, because ran
dom noise best simulates the vibrations
that aircraft and rockets are subjected
to in flight, it is commonly used in
vibration and fatigue testing of aero
space components, assemblies, and
structures.

Random-noise generators can be
classified according to the spectrum of
their output, and instruments are avail
able to cover frequencies from near dc
to microwave. Our consideration here
will be limited to audio-frequency noise
generators.

WHAT ARE THE IMPORTANT CHARAC
TERISTICS OF AUDIO-FREQUENCY RAN
DOM-NOISE GENERATORS?

Just as it is desirable that sine waves
have low harmonic distortion and that
rectangular pulses have short rise and
fall times, there very definitely are de
sirable charaeteristics for random noise.
However, measuring and specifying
them requires the use of different con
cepts than those needed for sine-wave,
pulse, and other periodic waveforms.

Random noise is a signal whose in
stantaneous amplitude cannot be pre
cisely predicted. It can be described
only in terms of certain average prop
erties, of which the most important
are the spectrum and the amplitude
distribution. For accuracy, measure
ments of these properties must be
averaged over a long period of time,
as there is always some fluctuation
present in measurements of a random
function. For instance, when the spec
trum of random noise is· measured with
an analyzer, there is always some fiut-
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tering of the meter pointer. The user
expects such fluctuation, as it assures
him that he is measuring random noise,
and he chooses the averaging time to re
duce the fluctuation to an adequately
low leveL

The Spectrum

The spectrum of a periodic signal is
composed of discrete lines, each corre
sponding to a component in the fre
quency spectrum. Such a signal is pre
dictable, not random, because of the
periodicity of each of its components.
The spectrum of random noise, on the
other hand, is a continuous function of
frequency, containing no line com
ponents.

The fnnction used to describe the
spectrum of random noise is spectral

intensity, expressed in units of volts
squared per unit frequency. (When di
vided by the resistance across which
that voltage appears, it becomes the
power spectrum, expressed in watts per
unit frequency.) The spectral intensity
is the cosine Fourier transform of the
autocorrelation function, and it is a
convenient function in theoretical con
siderations of noise. It is not, however,
the most convenient function for prac
tical measurements; spectra are usually
measured (as with an analyzer) as volt
age in a given bandwidth, and filter re
sponses, used in shaping noise spectra,
are usually measured in terms of voltage
(not voltage squared or power) as a
function of frequency. We therefore

A WORKING GLOSSARY OF NOISE TERMINOlOGY
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Amplitude Density Distribution: a func
tion giving the fraction of time that the
voltage dwells in a narrow range.

Amplitude Distribution Function: a func
tion giving the fraction of time that the
instantaneous voltage lies below a given
level.

Gaussian or Normal Distribution: a par
ticular amplitude distribution of great
fundamental importance in the theory of
probability-the Gaussian Probability
Density Distribution is the "bell-shaped
curve."

Noise: any unwanted signal, including
noise, hum, crosstalk, etc.

Pink Noise: noise whose spectral in
tensity is inversely proportional to fre
quency over a specified range, therefore
dissipating in a constant resistance equal
power in any octave bandwidth in that
range.

Random Noise: a signal whose instan
taneous amplitude is determined at
random and is therefore unpredictable.

Truly random noise contains no periodic
frequency components and has a con
tinuous spectrum.

Spectral Intensity: a function precisely
defining the spectrum and having the
units of voltage squared per unit fre
quency.

Spectrum: the distribution of the com
ponents of a signal across the frequency
range.

Stationarity: a property that random
noise is said to have if its spectral in
tensity and amplitude distribution do not
change with time.

Voltage Spectrum: a function which is
the square root of the Spectral Intensity,
having the units of voltage in a unit
frequency band.

White Noise: noise whose spectral in
tensity is constant over a specified
range, therefore dissipating in a constant
resistance equal power in equal band
widths anywhere in that range.



use, practicallyJ the voltage spectrum J

whose units are sometimes inelegantly
called" volts per root hertzJ" but which
we prefer to express in terms of "volt
age in a one-hertz bandwidth. n Xu
mericallYJ it is the square root of the
spectrum level, as defined above.

The most generally desirable spec
trum for random noise is one that is
constant over a wide range of frequen
cies. Such noise is called "white noise"
by analogy with white light, which con
tains more or less equal intensities of all
visible colors.* There areJ of course,
other spectra more convenient for cer
tajn uses; some of these will be dis
cussed later.

In measuring the spectra of modern
wide-range noise generators, it is neces
sary to use analyzers that cover a wide
range of frequencies. This generally
means using several analyzers covering
different rangesJ and it also means
knowing the effective bandwidth of
each so that data can be accurately re
duced to the same equivalent band
wid tho The characteristics of the detec
tor in each analyzer must be known,
too; peak, averageJ and true rms detec
tors respond differently to random
noiseJ and appropriate corrections must
be applied.

The Amplitude Distribution

The relationships between the root
mean-squareJ the rectified average, and
the peak value of sine wavesJ pulses, and
other well-defined periodic waveforms
are generally easy to determine by
mathematical calculation. Knowledge
of these relationships is necessary in the
use of voltmeters of dif-ferent types,

• Althou~h. as Bennett (Ref. 1, p, 14) points out, the
analogy has been drawn incorrectly, since spectroscopists
were measuring intensity as a function of wavelength, and
they found it to be substantially constant per unit wave
length, not per unit !requern:y.
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which may measure the rectiftCd aver
age, the peak, or the rms value of a
voltageJ but which are generally cali
brated to indicate the rms value of a
sine wave. To determine the response of
a voltmeter to random noise, it is neces
sary to know the relative occurrence of
various amplitudes in the noise voltage,
gi veil by the amplitude density distribu
tion, p(v) or by the amplitude distribu
tion Junction, P(v). These functions
describe the ampliLude distribution in
terms of probability. The value of
p(v,)dv is the probability, on a scale
from 0 to J, that at any instant in time
the amplitude of the noise will lie
between v, and (v, + dv). P(v) is the
integral of p(v); P(v,) gives the proba
bility that at any instant in time the
amplitude of the noise will lie below v,.

The normal, or Gaussian, amplitude
distribution is of fundamental impor
tance in statistical theory and describes
many natural phenomena. The central
limit theorem of statistics states, in
essence, that the distribution of the sum
of a number of independent random
variables approaches the Gaussian dis
tribution as the number of such varia
bles is increased, regardless of the dis
tributions of the individual variables.
By extension of this reasoning, reducing
the bandwidth of a non-Gaussian ran
dom noise will generally make it more
Gaussian. In that sense, the Gaussian
distribution is a stable distribution.
It is the distribution of normally occur
ring random errors in experimental
measurements. It is also the amplitude
distribution of natural electrical noise
(e.g., shot noise in an electron stream
and thermal noise in a resistance), ,"!"'he
properties of the Gaussian distribution
have been studied intensively and are
well known. For all these reasons, the
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Figure 1. The amplitude density distribution p(v} of Gaussian random noise.

Gaussian distribution is most desirable
for a general-purpose random-noise
generator.

The Gaussian probability density dis
tribution, p(v), is characterized by the
well known bell-shaped curve shown in
Figure 1. It is plotted in terms of ",
the rms amplitude of the noise (the
standard deviation in statistical the
ory). The Gaussian probability distri
bution function, P(v), is plotted in Fig
ure 2, again in terms of (J. It can be
seen from Figure 2, for example, that
a Gaussian random noise exceeds its
positive root-mean-square amplitude
only about 16% of the time and twice
that value only about 2% of the time.

The rms amplitude of a noise with
Gaussian amplitude distribution is q;

the rectified average value is u V(2/...).
In a measurement of Gaussian noise,
a vol tmeter that responds to the rec
tified average and that is calibrated
to indicate the rms of a sine wave will
indicate a voltagc that is low by the
factor 0.891 (-1.05 dB).' In general,
rectified-average-responding voltmeters

• Much practical information concerning random noise is
contained in Reference 13.

are recommended (with the above
correction being used) over true-rms
responding meters for measuring noise
voltages; the response time is usually
faster, and the time constant required
for a particular degree of smoothing is
slightly less. Although the response of
peak-responding voltmcters to random
noise is known2, calibration depends
upon accurate knowledge of the con
stants of the voltmeter circuit; because
of this, peak-responding voltmeters are
not recommended for noise measure
ments, except where the application
requires their wide frequency range.

The amplitude distribution function
can be measured with commercially
available amplitude-distribution ana
lyzers. These generally comprise level
cro ing detector circuits, together with
some system for measuring the average
fraction of time that the level is ex
ceeded. Direct measurement of the
amplitude density distribution requires
two level-crossing detectors arranged
to determine the fraction of time that
the voltage lies within a very small
range (dv). Othcr, less accurate, meth
ods are also useful in assessing the
amplitude distribution of random noise.
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For instance, an oscillographic display
of the noise can be photographed
through an optical wedge,'l with a
long time exposure to give some idea
of the distribution of a noise voltage
containing frequencies too high for
level-crossing detector systems. Sam
pling techniques can also be useful in
determining the amplitude distribution
of high-frequency noise.

Other Cha racteristics

Other desirable attributes of random
noise are

1. Stationarity;
2. Freedom from contaminating sig

nals such as hum; and
3. True randomness.
The output of a random-noise gen

erator is said to be stationary* jf its
average characteristics do not vary with
time. The noise voltage is constantly
changing, of course, and never repeats
the same pattern with time, but, if the
noise is stationary, its spectrum and its
amplitude distribution remain exaetly
the same. The property of stationarity
is important to the experimenter simply
because he wishes to be assured that
the characteristics of the noise do not
change during the course of his experi-
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ment. Rigorous methods of checking
for stationarity have been developed 4.

It is important that random noise
not be contaminated by hum related to
the power-line frequency, by I/! noise,
which might arise in amplifiers, or by
other disturbances. Periodic signals
could possibly be cOl"l'elated with com
ponents of other signals being used,
producing erroneous results in sensitive
measurements. The presence of periodic
signals or low-frequency semiconductor
noise (1/! noise) could alter the spec
trum of the noise. In a random-noise
generator, such contamination should
be kept as low as possible.

An important property of random
noise is true randomness. Pseudo-ran
dom noise, availa.ble as a substitute, is
periodic, repeating one pattern over
and aveI'. Among the limitations of
pseudo-random-noise generators are a
relatively Imv crest factor (ratio of
peak to rms amplitude) and a signifi
cant departure from Gaussian ampli
tude distribution. For many of the
reasons that lead one to select random
noise as a test signal in the first place,
he is generally better off with noise that
is truly random.

*llennett. w. Y., Ref. 1, p 52.
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Figure 2. The amplitude distribution function P(v) of Goussian random noise.
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TWO NEW NOISE GENERATORS

The new TYPES 1381 and 1382 Ran
dom-Noise Generators (Figure 3) em
body many improvements over pre
viously available instruments:

1. The amplitude distribution is sym
metrical and is accurately Gaussian
to beyond 4<T.

2. These generators use a semicon
ductor noise source and transistor cir
cnits so there is excellent stability
and no Hwarmup" time delay.

3. The method of generating and
processing the noise ensures no con
tamination with l/fnoise.

4. A variety of spectra is available,
built into the instruments.

5. The output impedance is 600
ohms.

The different characteristics of the
two units give the user. a convenient
choice of noise generator for his specific
application. The Typ>; 1381 has three
different output spectra.: white, with
upper cutoff frequencies of 2, 5, and 50
kHz; each Aat down to 2 Hz; and
amplitude clipping, if desired, at 2, 3, 4,
or 5 <T. The TYPE 1382 has three spectra,
white, II pink," and USASI noise (the
latter specified in a standard of the
United States of America Standards
Institute) " and balanced, floating out
put. Both noise generators haye con-

tinuous output-level controls that per
mit the output voltage to be reduced
over a range of 60 dB from the maxI
mum of 3 volts open-circuit.

CHARACTERISTICS OF
THE NEW NOISE GENERATORS

The two instruments use the same
method of generating random noise;
they differ mainly in the spectral filters
and output circuits. In each instrument
the noise is generated by a semi
conductor noise diode in a band ex
tending roughly from 80 to 220 kHz.
The amplitude in this bandwidth is
kept constant by an automatic level
circuit, which corrects for the tempera
ture coefficient of the diode. The output
from the noise diode is heterodyned
down to the audio-frequency band in a
balanced, symmetrical moduln.tor, thus
making the amplitude distribution sym
metrical. I t becomes even more ac
curately Gaussian because of the sub
sequent further bandwidth reduction
by filtering.

It is becoming of increasingly greater
importance to the user of random noise
to know its amplitude distribution ac
curately, and an important feature of
these new noise generators is a speci flca
tion on amplitude distribution. This

ft
~~ @
~
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Figure 3. Types 1381 (left) and 1382 Random-Noise Generators.
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Figure 4. Departure from
Gaussian amplitude
denllty distribution of
ou'put of 1381 and 1382
random-noile genera
tors. Mealurementl
were made on 10 dif
ferent units with a "win
dow" of 0.2(1 centered
at 0, ±1, ±2, ±3, and
±4 d. Broken line Ihows
limits of specifications
on amplitude distribu
tion of these noise

generators.

specification is given in terms of the
amplitude density distribution as meas
ured with a window, dv, of finite width,
in this case, 0.20". The specification is
stated at 0, ±1, ±2, ±3, and ±4 u.
Peaks of even higher levels are present
in the output noise, but these are
usually of little importance. The energy
contribution due to peaks above 4u
is entirely negligible. The results of
measurements of the amplitude density
distribution of a number of these instru
ments are shown in Figure 4. l\rleasure
ments were made in a II window" of
0.2u, and the adherence to the Gaussian
distribution out to 4.0" is seen to be very
good. The maximum crest factor of the
noise is limited by the voltage or cur
rent swing capability of the output
amplifier stage. At full output, clipping
in tbe output stage will not occur below
4u; reducing the output level to half
the maximum will ensure that peaks
to 80" can be present. However, the
probability of occurrence of peaks

above 5u is so slight that waiting for
one to occur lies somewhere between
tedium and hopelessness.

1381 RANDOM-NOISE GENERATOR

The 1381 is intended as a noise
source for driving vibration test sys
tems and as a general-purpose noise
source in the audio-frequency range.
A block diagram of it is shown in
Figure 5.

The output spectra of the 1381 are
white (lIat± 1 dB) over three ranges,
from 2 I-Iz to 1, 2.5', or 25 kHz. The
upper cutoffs are determined by But
terworth filters having slopes of -12
dB per octave, and upper cutoff fre
quencies of 2, 5) and 50 kHz) respec
tively. As the bandwidth is reduced, the
gain is increased so that the output
power is the same for each range. The
voltage spectra of these three outputs
of the 1381 are plotted in Figure 6.

The output of the 1381 can be sym
metrically clipped, if desired, at ±2,

Figure 5. Block diogram of
the 1381 Random-Noise

Generator.

:::::>--~ OUTPUT
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Figure 6. Voltage spectra
of the 1381 for the three dif
ferent output bandwidths
01 3 volfs rms oulput level.
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±3, ±4, or ±5 u. Such clipping has al
most negligible effect on the total power
or on the shape of the spectrum. Clip
ping is useful in cases where high-power
amplifiers arc being driven at levels
where occasional overloads from noise
peaks could be harmful. Such clipping
is also used for precautionary reasons
in vibration testing.

1382 RANDOM-NOISE GENERATOR

The 1382 is intended specifically for
use in the audio-frequency range, as a
broadly useful generator of test signals.
A block diagram of it is shown in
Figure 7. The 1382 Random-:'<oise
Generator also offers three choices of
spectrum: white noise, Clpink" noise,
and "USASI" noise. The white noise

is flat (±1 dB) from 20 Hz to 25 kHz
and has an upper cutoff frequency
( - 3 dB) at 50 kHz, with an upper
cutoff slope of -12 dB per octave. Pink
noise, by further (and a little more
appropriate) analogy with optics, is so
called because of its emphasis on lower
frequencies, as in reddish light. Pink
noise has a spectral intensity that is
inversely proportional to frequency,
that is, a voltage spectrum that is
inversely proportional to the square
root of frequency. It has equal energy
in each octave band and is therefore
useful in measurements made with
constant-percentage-bandwidth analyz
ers. I

' The pink-noise output of the
Tn" 1382 is pink over the range from
20 Hz to 20 kHz. The spectrum of

Figure 7. Block diagram of
the 1382 Random_Noise

Generotor.
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APPLICAliONS

It is almost impossible to keep track
of all the applications that ingenious
users are finding for random-noise
generators. The following list should
demonstrate, however, that the ever-

expanding applications of random noise
now extend into many fields, for eaeh
of which random noise has some unique
properties that have by now made its
use standard procedure. We ean divide
the uses of noise generators into five
broad categories:

As a Test Signal for Electrical Measurements

Noise has many uses as the test signal
itself in electrical measurements. These
include illtermodulation-distortion and
crosstalk measurements on multi-chan
nel communications systcms,6 the simu
lation of randomly occurring traffic
in communication systems, tests on
servo amplifiers, and studies made with
analog computers. 'Videband noise can
be used for determination of the im
pulse response of networks and systems
by cross-correlation of the output with
the input. It is commonly used for
setting levels on carrier equipment.
Its relatively high and symmetrical
crest factor makes it suitable for meas
uring overload characteristics of ampli
fiers. Broadband noise can also be
applied to two supposedly identical
networks, their outputs then being
compared by Lissajous pattern tech
niques.

Simulation of Naturally Occurring Noise
of Controlled Characteristics

Noise of known amplitude and known
spectral characteristics is the most effec
tive for testing various methods of
signal detection and recovery in the
presence of noise, as in radio, telemetry,
radar, and sonar systems. It also can
be used for simulation of noise on
telephone lines, for noise interference
tests on multi-channel systems, and as
background noise in comparisons of
signal-processing systems.

000'0100 I kH~
FREQUENCY

........

~ USASI

/ ""'"0

/ PI""",,,
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Figure 8. Voltage spectra of the 1382 for
the three different output spectra at 3 voUs

rms output level.
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USASI noise results from the passage of
white noise through two simple Re
filters: a high-pass unit with a cutoff
frequency of 100 Hz and a low-pass unit
with a cutoff frequency of 320 Hz. The
spectrum accurately follows these char
acteristics from 20 Hz to 20 kHz.
USASI noise roughly simulates the
distribution of energy with frequency in
speech and music, and it has been used
for testing amplifiers and loudspeakers.
These three outputs of the 1382 are
plotted as voltage spectra in Figure 8.
In this instrument, the output amplifier
includes a transformer, so that the out
put ean be taken floating, single-sided,
or balanced.

,
'00
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As a Test Signal in Acoustical and Psycho
acoustical Measurements

Bands of noise are ofton used in
making frequency-response measure
ments on microphones, loudspeakers,
and rooms, to smooth the resultant
curves for easier interprctation. 7 Noise
is an excellent test signal for measure
ment of reverberation timeS and for
reverberant testing of acoustical prop
erties of materials. Similar applications
include tests of the sound-transmission
properties of walls, panels, and floors 8

and measurements of sound attenuation
in ducts. Noise is also used in testing of
silencers for air-conditioning systems
and sound-proofing of airemft. In psy
choacoustics, noise is used in many
hearing tests and masking experimcnts9

and in tests of intelligibility of speech
in the prcsence of noise. Random noise
is also used in studies of the application
of correlation techniques to acoustic
recei ving systems.' 0

As a Driving Si'gnal for Vibration Testing

Random noise is used to drive shakers
for vibration tests of components, as
semblies, and structuresll and is simi
larly applied to loudspeakers for sub
jecting the same test objects to high
intensity sound waves. It is also used
for fatigue testing of structures sub
jected to sound or ·vibration. 15

In Demonstrations of Statistical Theory
and Information Theory

In the classroom, random-noisc gen
erators are naturally called upon to
familiarize students with properties of
random noise, including amplitude dis
tribution. 12 In the laboratory, noise
is useful in experiments on signal
detection and signal-processing sys
tems, including correlation detection
systems.

James J. Faran, Jr. re
ceived his All degree
from "'ashington and
Jefferson College in 1943
and his ~IA and PhD
at Harvard University
in 1947 and 1951,rcspcc
tively. Before joining
General Il::tdio in 1952,
Dr. Faran was a Re
search Pellow at Har
vard University, working

on the application of correlation techniques
Lo acoustic receiving systems. As a develop
ment engineer in CR's Audio Croup, he has
worked Oil a variety of instruments, includ
ing recordcNl, voltmeters, and analyzers.

SUMMARY

The diversity of uses for mndom
noise led us to offcr two compact, in
expcnsive generators, each of which
includes those features most desimble
in a certain family of applications. To
summarize the characteristics of each
instrument) from the applications view
point:

The 1381 generates noise that is flat
down to 2 Hz and is especially well
suited for random-vibration tests and
for general-purpose use in the audio
and subaudio range. The upper fre
quency limit can be switched to 2, 5) or
50 kHz, and the output signal can be
clipped symmetrically at 2, 3) 4) or 5
times the rms amplitude. Amplitude
distribution is Gaussian.

The 1382 generates noise in the 20-Hz
to 20-kHz band and is ideal for electrical,
acoustical, and psychoacoustical tests.
Three spectra are offered: white (flat),
pink (-;3 dB/octave), and USASI. The
output can be taken balanced or un
balanced, floating or grounded.

Both instruments are housed in cabi
nets only:lYz in. high and 8Yz in. wide,
with rack-mounting options.

J. J. FARAN, Jr.
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SPECIFICATIONS
TYPE 1381

Spectrum: Flat ±1 dB from 2 Hz to 1, 2.5, or
25 kHz; upper cutoff frequency (3-dB point)
can be switched to 2, 5, or 50 kHz. Spectral
density at 3-V output and for I-Hz bandwidth
is approx 64, 40, and 13 mV, respectively, for
2-, 5-, and 50-kHz upper cutoff. Upper cutoff
slope is 12 dB/octave. (See Figure G.)

Waveform:

Gaussian
P.robability Amplitude Density

Voltage Density Function Distribution

o 0.0796 0.0706 ± 0.005
± u 0.0484 0.0484 ± 0.005
±2 u 0.0108 0.0108 ± 0.003
±3 u 0.000898 0.000898 ± 0.0002
±4 u 0.0000274 0.0000274 ± 0.00002

These data measured in a window of 0.2 u,
centered on the indicated values: u is the stand
ard deviation or rms value of the noise voltage.
Noise can be clipped at approx ±2, ±3, ±..J-,
or ±5 u to remove the extremes of amplitude.
Such clipping has negligible effect on the spec
trum or rms value of output.

Output Voltage: > 3 V rms max, open-circuit,
for any bandwidth.

Output Impedance: 600 ohms, unbalanced. Can
be shorted without causing distortion.

Amplitude Control: Continuous adjustment from
full output to approx 60 dB below that level.

Terminals: Output at front-panel binding posts
and rear-panel B;..rC connector.

Accessories Supplied: Power cord, spare fuses,
rack-mounting hard\vare where appropriate.

Power Required: 100 to 125 or 200 to 250 V,
50 to 400 liz, 6 W.

Mounting: Convertible-bench cabinet.

Dimensions (width x height x depth): Bench,
87'2 x 3% x 9% in. (220 x 99 x 250 mm); rack,
19 x 071 x 9 in. (485 x 89 x 230 mm).

Weight: Net, 5}.1 lb (2.5 kg); shipping, 10 lb
(4.6 kg).

TYPE 1382

Spectrum: Choice of (a) \vhite noise (constant
energy per hertz bandwidth) ±1 dB, 20 Hz to
20 kHz, with 3~dB points at approx 10 Hz and
50 kHz; (b) pink noise (constant energy per
octave bandwidth) ±1 dB, 20 Hz to 20 kHz; or
(c) USASI noise, as specified in USA Standard
S1.4-19ul. (See Figure 8.)
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S PEe I Fie A T ION S (continued)

Waveform: Same as 1381, except clipping is not Terminals: Output at front-panel binding posts
provided. and rear-panel jacks for double plugs.

Output Voltage: Same as for 1381; see above. Accessories Supplied: }

O
. Power Required:

~ulpul Impedance: 600 ohms. utput 18 float- Mounting: Same as for 1381- see
lng, can be connected balanced or unbalanced. Dimensions: above. I

Amplitude Control: Same as for 1381; see above. Weight:

Catalog Number

1381-9700
1381-9701
1382-9700
1382·9701

Description

Random-Noise Generator
2 Hz to 20 kHz, Bench Model
2 Hz to 20 kHz, Rack Model
20 Hz to 20 kHz, Bench Model
20 Hz to 20 kHz, Rack Model

Price in USA

$375.00
398.00
375.00
398.00

WIDE-RANGE RC OSCILLATOR WITH IN-LINE
DIGITAL FREQUENCY READOUT

Central to the popularity of the gen
eral-purpose RC oscillator is its con
tinuously adjustable frequency dial. In
fact, the liC oscillator did not become
popular until variable air capacitors
were used to provide continuous ad
justment over 10:1 frequency bands.
This method of frequency selection,
with dial and vernier, provides a con
venient compromise between ease of
reading, settability, resolution, and
ability to sweep. It will no doubt con
tinue to be most popular for general
laboratory use.

As requirements for greater accuracy
and resolution and for digital program
mability have had their effect on signal
sources, noncontinuous or discrete fre-

quency controls have replaced the con
tinuously variable air capacitor. This
trend is most apparent in sources using
synthesizer techniques, where seven or
eight digits of resolution are common,
and also in liC oscillators where push
button and rotary switches are used to
control three or four digits. Since the
use of discrete steps allows closer track
ing of the tuning elements, this type of
tuning most often appears on high
performance, high-cost instruments,
where the objective is to improve per
formance characteristics of the source,
such as stability of output, distortion
and noise. In almost all cases the actual
method of frequency selection was re
sorted to as an undesirable necessity,
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Figure 1. The Type 1312 Decade Oscillator.




